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 eight thousand miles…is a young dynamic lifestyle brand with a bohemian-chic 
design aesthetic.  
With their eclectically created and consciously curated product-line, the brand hopes to 
strike a chord with like-minded global aficionados the world over. 
 
 Their current product line includes the following - 
1. Children’s - clothing (ages newborn to 8 years), bedding (babies/ toddlers), 

trinkets, toys & accessories 
2. Women’s – clothing, accessories 
3. Home – textiles, accessories 
 
 Every eight thousand miles product is uniquely handmade as against being 
generically mass-produced, bearing on itself the natural subtle mark of its maker thus 
telling a global story that leaves no two pieces alike. 

 
 Social Responsibility lies at the core of the brand business model, wherein ONLY 
artisans or skilled workers from under-privileged backgrounds of society are employed 
to handcraft the in-house designs in a fair trade & sustainable work environment. 
The endeavor is to provide a design platform to craft-communities in-need by honing 
and utilizing their skill-set & facilitating their economic and social empowerment..   
Every purchased eight thousand miles product contributes towards giving-back 
to society.  
 
 The brand operates on a dual design track namely :: 
- 'created'  ( 90% of the product-line) and  
- 'curated' ( 10% of the product line). 

:: company overview ::  



:: The dual design track :: 

:: created :: :: curated :: 
 

 An in-house Handmade product-line sewn by 
a women’s collective comprising of under-
privileged women beneficiaries of a Mumbai-
based Non-Profit – Aadhar Skill Development Trust 
(ASDT). The word ‘Aadhar’ means ‘support’ in 
Hindi. 

 
 ASDT enables the economic independence and 
self-reliance of lesser-privileged women in society 
by training them in the fields of tailoring, 
montessori education, beauty services and 
manufacturing food product. More information on 
ASDT can be found here – 
www.aadharskilldevelopment.org  
 
Through vocational training programs & several 
workshops, women are trained to sew 
professionally. Their professional empowerment & 
economic independence goes a long way in 
elevating their social status as equal or sometimes 
the only breadwinners of their family.  
  

 
 To assume the role of Design Catalysts & 
Curators by identifying and partnering in the 
creative design process, with select like-minded 
artists/ designers & creative professionals whose 
works reflect a potential synergy with the eight 
thousand miles’ design approach. 

 
 Creation of a cohesive & exclusive range of 
‘limited edition’ collections or commissioned 
art works, that yield one-of-a-kind designs/ 
products, through co-branding with the identified 
creative partnerships.    

 
 Provide a contemporary global lifestyle 
design platform to showcase works created 
through tie-ups and alliances with various 
traditional and contemporary artisans that imbibe 
the sense of spirit of the eight thousand miles 
brand.  
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:: design track ::  
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:: created :: 

:: curated :: 

:: design track ::  
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 The designs marry the vivacity of the 
bohemian, colorful care-free aesthetic 
with the minimalism of an uber-
modern design sensibility, thereby 
aiming to celebrate free-spirited self-
expression. 

 
 Natural artisanal fabrics many of 
which are hand-block printed 
traditionally, primarily cottons and voile. 

 
 A play of a diverse eclectic palette of 
prints, the emphasis on gender-
neutral styles & reversible patterns, 
vibrant colors & many textures.. 

 
 Simple cuts & silhouettes with 
playful styles to ensure that the fabric 
is the key focus. & comfort as the top 
priority. 

 
 An environmentally-conscious 
design approach entails up-cycling 
older vintage fabrics and utilizing 
industrial waste textiles whenever 
possible in the creation of many of the 
products. 

:: design aesthetic : bohemian-chic ::  



:: “not all those who wander are lost” – first steps towards the first mile ::  

 Eight thousand miles is the brainchild of architect-urban designer/ global nomad & toddler-mom Shweyta Mudgal.  
 

 Born & brought up in Mumbai, India, Shweyta believes she really ‘grew up’ in New York, where she moved after 
graduating from a post-professional Masters degree program in Metropolitan Research + Design in Los Angeles.  
From 2003 to 2012 she practiced Architecture in New York, particularly specializing in Airport-Design that saw her work 
on designs for many international airports. 
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mumbai new york 
 eight thousand miles 

diameter of the earth 

 It was in 2009 when the dual city/country/ continent lifestyle bug really bit her –as 
she spent the first half of the year living/ working in New York & the latter part in 
Mumbai, with travel to a few other cities in-between.  

 
 Cut to 3 years & an 11-month old later, in 2012 a global mobility stint, landed in her 
lap; this time through her husband’s work. The next couple of years, saw them and 
their 11 month old, happily gallivant the globe, shuttling between bases in NYC, 
Singapore & Mumbai with travel to over 20+ countries across all continents. 
 
 Convinced that life was best led between global antipodal homes, as against in 
either one of them, she took inspiration in her travels, tamed her wanderlust a little, 
synthesized her love for all things artisanal, bohemian & handmade and decided to 
anchor the vagabonding ideas in her head into her first design-based socio-
entrepreneurial lifestyle start-up – aptly titled eight thousand miles!  



:: the (s)miles behind the miles ::  

Mansi Ranjana Pallavi Kiran Supriya 

Team eight thousand miles… Vaibhav 
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 eight thousand miles 
ONLY works with sewing 
units that are comprised of 
artisans in need.  
 
 In doing so, the brand 
upholds a sense of social 
responsibility and 
economic empowerment, 
aspiring to give back to 
society by creating a 
substantial difference in the 
lives of the under-
privileged.  Fair-trade working conditions ensure the women work 6-8 hours a day in their airy 

well-lit workshop in Mumbai, India 

:: The (s)miles behind the miles ::  
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 Custom-printed eight thousand miles designs employ age-old textile printing techniques such as hand-block printing. 
 Prints are contemporary and minimal in design but crafted using traditional printing & dyeing methods. 

:: hand-drawn - hand-blocked - hand-made ::  



 Many styles are 
gender-neutral. 
 Comfortable 
 Universal   
 Playful prints 

:: mile by mile, child by child ::  
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 “Pop-Up” sales events have been key points of 
sale for the eight thousand miles brand, helping it 
to assess one-on-one customer feedback, identify 
and connect with target audiences & network and 
market for future potential sales opportunities.  
 
 An established, ever-growing global online 
customer base that shops through the online 
stores - www.eightthousandmiles.com 
& 
https://www.etsy.com/shop/eightthousandmiles 

:: pop-up markets & events ::  
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CARAVAN HANDS  
Taraporewala Bldg No 1, Kemps Corner, 

Mumbai, INDIA 

STUDIO ISHANAA 
St. Joaquims Road, Borda, 

Goa, INDIA 

BLISS STORE 
Plot No 80, Aram Nagar, 7 

Bungalows, Mumbai, INDIA 

:: in stores ::  

https://www.facebook.com/caravanhands
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Studio-Ishanaa/1494086387495680
http://www.blissstore.in/
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:: designer & holiday markets ::  



Design Blog 
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MID-DAY  
Mumbai 

TIME OUT  
Bengaluru 

Live Mint Journal 
Mumbai 

Online  
Toy Store 

REAL NYC  
  Designer Market 

Your Story 
News Blog 

:: as featured in ::  

“But it’s the little details that we fell in love with—all the clothes are fitted with pockets because “kids love collecting little objects”; 
buttons and hooks are used only if necessary and are transparent or neutral in colour; garments come with labels that urge parents to 
maximize their use and encourage recycling; and even the punch holes in the tags are in an adorable T-shirt shape…..”  

“Smart, Innovative, Creative, Fabulous & Real … “  “Cool, Colorful, Comfortable……” “Clothes comfortable enough to fall asleep in…” 

“The beauty of the venture is that Eight Thousand Miles is based upon the idea that limits are relative. Boundaries might confine 
physically but not mentally. Business can become socially responsible, and run in the opposite ends of the globe: differences are sources 
of learning and mergers are always possible…” 

http://www.livemint.com/Leisure/XIbOpgCkUS21liBnk48LgP/Going-the-distance.html
http://psbhavana.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/Eightthousandmiles-Time-Out-Bengaluru-FASHION.pdf
http://www.mid-day.com/articles/made-by-hand-and-heart/15596155
http://www.twistofy.com/not-all-those-who-wander-are-lost/
http://www.yellowgiraffe.in/blog/dress-up-with-eight-thousand-miles
http://realnycmarket.com/thousand-miles-mumbai-york-city/
http://social.yourstory.com/2015/02/eight-thousand-miles/
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:: contact us ::  

 
Shweyta Mudgal  

Founder, Design Director 
eight thousand miles… 

 
 

Email :: shweyta@eightthousandmiles.com 
Website :: www.eightthousandmiles.com 

Etsy :: www.etsy.com/shop/eightthousandmiles 
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Mumbai, India 
+91.887.997.7005

 
 
  

 New York, USA
 +1.213.804.9194 
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